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ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates a postprocessing method for deterministic quantitative precipitation forecasts (raw
QPFs) from a numerical weather prediction model. The postprocessing aims to produce calibrated QPF
ensembles that are bias free, more accurate than raw QPFs, and reliable for use in streamflow forecasting
applications. The method combines a simplified version of the Bayesian joint probability (BJP) modeling
approach and the Schaake shuffle. The BJP modeling approach relates raw QPFs and observed precipitation
by modeling their joint distribution. It corrects biases in the raw QPFs and generates ensemble forecasts that
reflect the uncertainty in the raw QPFs. The BJP modeling approach is applied to each lead time and each
forecast location separately. The Schaake shuffle is then employed to produce calibrated QPFs with appropriate space–time correlations by linking ensemble members generated by the BJP modeling approach.
Calibrated QPFs are produced for 10 Australian catchments that cover a wide range of climatic conditions
and hydrological characteristics. The calibrated QPFs are bias free, contain smaller forecast errors than that
of the raw QPFs, reliably quantify the forecast uncertainty at a range of lead times, and successfully discriminate common and rare events of precipitation occurrences at shorter lead times. The postprocessing
method is able to instill realistic within-catchment spatial variability in the QPFs, which is crucial for accurate
and reliable streamflow forecasting.

1. Introduction
Ensemble precipitation forecasts from numerical
weather prediction (NWP) models have a wide range of
applications, and are used routinely by experts and the
general public to prepare for weather conditions in
coming days. The application of interest to this study is
the use of ensemble precipitation forecasts to generate
ensemble streamflow forecasts. Ensemble streamflow
forecasting is becoming increasingly common, as ensemble streamflow forecasts are valuable to water
managers and emergency agencies for making robust
decisions (Ramos et al. 2013). Ensemble quantitative
precipitation forecasts (QPFs) have two notable advantages over deterministic forecasts for streamflow
forecasting: 1) ensemble QPFs are usually more accurate than deterministic QPFs and 2) ensemble QPFs
provide a formal estimate of uncertainty. Ensemble
QPFs can be generated by perturbing NWP initial
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conditions and model physics to generate a range of
plausible forecasts (Buizza et al. 1999; Toth and Kalnay
1997). The trade-offs with this approach are that it often
requires considerable computational effort [this applies
particularly for forecasts generated for large areas at fine
resolution to long (.5 day) lead times], and that the
spread of the ensemble is commonly too narrow (Buizza
et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2011). Because of the technical
difficulty and computational requirements of establishing schemes for perturbed-initial-condition/perturbedphysics ensemble NWP forecasts, many operational
NWP models are still deterministic, including the
Australian Community Climate and Earth-System
Simulator (ACCESS; Bureau of Meteorology 2010)
suite of NWP products run for Australia by the Bureau
of Meteorology.
An alternative approach to generating ensemble
QPFs is to statistically postprocess deterministic QPFs
(we will refer to the postprocessed deterministic QPFs
as calibrated QPFs throughout the paper). This approach relies heavily on the skill of the deterministic
NWP, but is computationally inexpensive and is capable
of producing highly reliable estimates of uncertainty.
Postprocessing deterministic NWP models also has the
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considerable benefit of simply ‘‘bolting on’’ to existing
operational NWP products, meaning it can be implemented for operational ensemble streamflow forecasting relatively quickly.
Postprocessing QPFs is a challenging statistical
problem due to the intermittent nature of precipitation
and highly skewed distribution of nonzero precipitation.
A variety of simple and complex models (e.g., linear and
nonlinear regression and parametric and nonparametric
models) have been used to relate QPFs to observed
precipitation (Brown and Seo 2010; Carter et al. 1989;
Glahn and Lowry 1972; Tapp et al. 1986; Theis et al.
2005; Verkade et al. 2013). Many studies have used twopart probability models to model precipitation occurrence and amounts separately (e.g., Bremnes 2004;
Reggiani and Weerts 2008). The most common two-part
probability model consists of the probability of precipitation occurrence using logistic regression and the
precipitation amount using a gamma distribution conditioned on the QPFs (Hamill et al. 2004; Sloughter et al.
2007). Statistical models that treat precipitation intermittency implicitly have also been introduced. The
method that is used to support operational/experimental
ensemble streamflow forecasting by the U.S. National
Weather Service is an example of the approach where
the joint distribution of observed precipitation and
QPFs is described by a mixed-type bivariate metaGaussian distribution model (Schaake et al. 2007; Wu
et al. 2011).
A more recent QPF postprocessing method
(Robertson et al. 2013) combined a simplified version of
the Bayesian joint probability (BJP) modeling approach
(Wang and Robertson 2011; Wang et al. 2009) with the
‘‘Schaake shuffle’’ (Clark et al. 2004). The BJP model
transformed deterministic QPFs into skillful and reliable calibrated QPFs, and the Schaake shuffle ensured
that each ensemble member had a realistic temporal
sequence. The method was assessed on one catchment
for short lead times (,3 days), and showed considerable
potential as a basis for an operational ensemble
streamflow forecasting system. A more comprehensive
evaluation of the method is required for a wider range of
climate zones and at the longer lead times (.3 days)
available from the current-generation version of the
ACCESS NWP to establish its efficacy.
To simulate streamflows, it is a common practice to
divide catchments into smaller areas (subareas) to capture spatial variability in precipitation. Streamflows are
often highly sensitive to the location of rainstorms
within a catchment (see, e.g., Ogden and Julien 1993),
and, therefore, it is crucial to have realistic spatial
characteristics in calibrated QPFs. That is, for each
ensemble member, precipitation in a subarea must be

realistically related to precipitation at all other subareas.
Robertson et al. (2013) used the Schaake shuffle only for
temporal characteristics in calibrated QPFs at rain
gauges without considering spatial characteristics across
the locations. In this paper we extend the study of
Robertson et al. (2013) by 1) instilling realistic spatial
characteristics in calibrated QPFs; 2) evaluating the
approach on long lead times, where the relationship of
the forecast to observations can be very different to that
at shorter lead times; and 3) testing the approach on a
range of sites spanning a variety of climates.
We apply the BJP–Schaake shuffle calibration
method (hereafter referred to as the postprocessing
method) to 10 catchments in Australia, covering a wide
range of climatic conditions, to produce bias-free and
reliable calibrated QPFs for lead times of up to 10 days.
We then evaluate the quality of the calibrated QPFs
using a range of forecast verification scores. The aims of
this study are 1) to demonstrate the ability of the postprocessing method to produce reliable, accurate, and
unbiased calibrated QPFs for individual hydrological
response units (subareas) and for entire catchments by
instilling realistic space–time variability in the calibrated
QPFs; 2) to demonstrate the applicability of the method
to QPFs at the longer lead times; and 3) to demonstrate
the applicability of the method in many catchments
covering a wide range of climatic conditions, hydrological
characteristics, and sizes. We undertake this analysis using
the most recent version of the ACCESS NWP model.

2. Materials and methods
a. Study area
The postprocessing is applied to 10 Australian catchments where the Bureau of Meteorology is aiming to
establish a short-term streamflow forecasting service.
These 10 catchments cover a wide range of climatic
conditions, hydrological characteristics, and sizes (87–
19 618 km2; Fig. 1 and Table 1).

1) OBSERVATION DATA
The precipitation forecasts generated in this study are
designed to be used in semidistributed hydrological
models (Bennett et al. 2014b) This means that each
catchment is broken into subareas, so that spatially distinct
hydrological responses can be simulated. In each subarea,
the hydrological model uses the mean areal precipitation
estimated to fall within the subarea (hereafter referred
to as subarea precipitation). Subarea precipitation is
derived by inverse-distance-squared weighting of
quality-controlled precipitation data from nearby rain
gauges supplied by the Bureau of Meteorology.
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FIG. 1. Location of catchments used in this study. Descriptions of the catchments are given in Table 1. Subarea delineations and NWP
model grid cells (;50 km by ;40 km) are also shown for each catchment. Note the different scales of the grid cells.

We apply the postprocessing method to subarea precipitation, rather than to gauge observations or to an
entire catchment, because it is the input used for realtime streamflow forecasting.

2) NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION MODEL
OUTPUT

We use deterministic QPFs generated by the ACCESS
NWP model (hereafter referred to as raw QPFs). The
ACCESS model has been operated by the Bureau of
Meteorology since August 2010. ACCESS is based on the
Met Office’s Unified Model/Variational Assimilation
system. Several variants of ACCESS are run operationally, from a coarse-resolution global model down to
high-resolution city-based models. Collectively, these
ACCESS variants form the Australian Parallel Suite

(APS). This study uses the most recent operational version of the global ACCESS model (ACCESS-G) from
the APS1 system (Bureau of Meteorology 2012).
ACCESS-G has a horizontal resolution of approximately
50 km by 40 km and 70 vertical levels in the atmosphere.
Operational forecasts from ACCESS-G are for 240-h
duration and are initialized at 0000 and 1200 UTC.
Forecast output is available at 3-h intervals. In operational conditions, streamflow forecasts will be issued
once a day at 2300 UTC. For this study we use the most
recently issued raw QPF (1200 UTC) that is available
when the streamflow forecasts are made. Thus, the first
9 h of the raw QPFs are neglected and the postprocessing is applied to forecasts for lead times from 10
(2100 UTC) to 240 h. The raw QPFs for the first few
hours are generally regarded as unreliable because of
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of catchments used in this study.

Catchment ID

Catchment
name

Climate

Catchment area
(km2)

No. of subareas

No. of NWP
grid cells

Precipitation
(mm yr21)

ORD
STN
MCL
WLL
CTT
GBR
MRR
ONK
WTT
STE

Ord
Stanley
Macleay
Wollondilly
Cotter
Goobarragandra
Upper Murray
Onkaparinga
Watts
South Esk

Tropical
Subtropical
Subtropical
Temperate
Temperate
Temperate
Temperate
Temperate
Temperate
Temperate

19 618
246
10 489
1454
470
670
6589
527
87
3279

22
5
41
9
9
7
31
10
1
42

18
2
12
3
4
2
11
4
1
7

593
1200
849
527
946
915
797
609
1431
642

the so-called ‘‘spinup’’ time of deterministic NWP
models (Shrestha et al. 2013). Thus, our results are
considered to be free from model spinup effects. In this
study 0-h lead time corresponds to 2100 UTC.
Hindcasts for the ACCESS suite of models are not
available. An archive of real-time forecasts for the
21-month period from 1 August 2010 to 30 April 2012 is
used. This constitutes 615 days of forecasts available
for postprocessing as there are 25 days of missing
forecasts from the archive. A longer record is desirable
to infer the parameters of a postprocessing method.
Unfortunately such a record is unlikely to be available
for operational forecasting applications in Australia as
NWP models regularly undergo updates aimed at improving their performance, rendering archives of operational forecasts inhomogeneous.
Gridded raw QPFs are interpolated to each subarea
by taking the area-weighted average of the raw QPFs for
all grid cells intersecting that subarea.

b. Postprocessing method
The postprocessing method consists of two parts.
First, we apply a simplified version of the BJP modeling approach (Robertson et al. 2013) to each forecast location (subarea) and each lead time
individually to generate calibrated QPF distributions
that are bias free, accurate, and reliable. Next, the
Schaake shuffle (Clark et al. 2004) is used to link
samples from forecast probability distributions at
each consecutive lead time within the entire forecast
period (e.g., lead times of 3, 6, . . . , 231 h) and at each
forecast location within the catchment. This should
ensure that each ensemble member in a forecast is
spatially and temporally coherent, as we explain in
detail in section 2b(2).

1) BJP MODELING APPROACH
The BJP modeling approach (Wang et al. 2009) is a
statistical method originally developed for seasonal

streamflow forecasting (e.g., Wang and Robertson 2011)
and has been successfully applied to postprocess seasonal precipitation predictions from global climate
models (Hawthorne et al. 2013; Peng et al. 2014). Recently, Robertson et al. (2013) simplified the BJP modeling approach to postprocess subdaily QPFs from a
deterministic NWP. The BJP modeling approach
provides a highly flexible probability model with relatively few parameters. Here we present a brief overview
of the simplified BJP modeling approach to highlight the
difference from the original implementation.
The BJP modeling approach begins with a model
predictor x (the raw QPF) and predictand y (observed
precipitation). The x and y are transformed with the log–
sinh transformation (Wang et al. 2012) to normalize
them and homogenize their variances:
x^ 5

1
ln[sinh(ax 1 bx x)],
bx

y^ 5

1
ln[sinh(ay 1 by y)],
by

(1)

where x^ and y^ are transformed variables of x and y, respectively; and ax and bx are parameters of the transformation for x, and ay and by for y. The log–sinh
transformation is suitable for highly skewed data (e.g.,
Bennett et al. 2014a). While nonparametric methods
such as normal quantile transformation (Kelly and
Krzysztofowicz 1997) have been used to normalize data,
there is no guarantee that model prediction errors after
transformation are also normally distributed and have
homogeneous variance. Extrapolating nonparametric
methods beyond the range of available data (often
necessary for forecasting) can also be problematic
(Wang et al. 2012).
The transformed variables x^ and y^ are assumed to
follow a bivariate normal distribution
p(^
x, y^) ; N(m, S) ,

(2)
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where
"
m5
2
S54

mx^
my^

my^jx^ 5 my^ 1 rx^ y^sy^

#

(^
x 2 mx^)
,
sx^

s2y^jx^ 5 s2y^(1 2 r2x^ y^) .

,
s2x^

rx^y^sx^sy^

rx^y^sx^sy^

s2y^

3
5.

(3)

Here mx^ and my^ are the mean of the predictor and
predictand, respectively; sx^ and sy^ are the standard
deviation of the predictor and predictand, respectively;
and rx^y^ is a correlation coefficient. We infer a single set of
model parameters, u 5 [ax bx mx^ sx^ ay by my^ sy^ rx^ y^],
that maximizes the posterior parameter distribution
p(u j D), where D 5 fxt , yt ; t 5 1, 2, . . . , ng and n is the
number of data used to infer u. All model parameters are
reparameterized to ease parameter inference.
The BJP model uses nine parameters to model the
joint distribution of the predictor and predictand. We
model the joint distribution to deal with the occurrence
of zero values in both the predictor and predictand
using continuous distributions, rather than a mixture of
discrete and continuous distributions (Wang and
Robertson 2011). The marginal distribution of the predictor and predictand are characterized using four parameters each. Collectively these four parameters
characterize the mean, variance, skewness, and probability of occurrence of zero rainfall of each data series.
These four parameters can be, and are, inferred from a
single data series. The final parameter, the correlation
coefficient, characterizes the strength of the relationship between the predictand and predictor in the
transformed space.
We obtain the solution for u using a stepwise approach. We first infer transformation, mean, and standard deviation parameters for the marginal distribution
of each predictor–predictand pair using the shuffled
complex evolution (SCE) algorithm (Duan et al. 1994).
We then fix these parameters, and infer the remaining
correlation coefficient parameter from the bivariate
normal distribution. We infer all parameters using a
leave-one-month-out cross-validation scheme described
in section 2c(1).
Once u is inferred from historical data, a forecasting
problem is stated as finding the predictand y^ given the
predictor x^ [i.e., the conditional bivariate normal distribution f (^
y j x^)]. The conditional bivariate normal
distribution is given by
f (^
y j x^) ; N(my^jx^, s2y^jx^) ,
where
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(4)

(5)

An ensemble of 1000 forecasts is generated using the
conditional distribution of Eq. (4) to represent the
forecast probability distribution. An inverse of the log–
sinh transformation [Eq. (1)] is then applied to give the
forecast values yf in untransformed space
yf 5

1
farcsinh[exp(by y^f )] 2 ay g,
by

(6)

where y^f is a realization from Eq. (4) in transformed
space.
An important feature of the posterior parameter distribution in the BJP modeling approach is the treatment
of (near) zero precipitation values in the likelihood
function. Where either forecast or observed precipitation can be considered to be zero, they are treated
as censored data in the likelihood function (i.e., each
has a value that is less than or equal to zero, but is otherwise not precisely specified). This enables the use of
the continuous bivariate normal distribution for a
problem that would otherwise have to be solved using a
mixed discrete-continuous probability distribution (see,
e.g., Wu et al. 2011). This feature allows the calibrated
QPFs to include ensemble members that forecast zero
precipitation when the deterministic NWP model forecasts precipitation and, conversely, allows calibrated
QPFs to include ensemble members that forecast
precipitation when the deterministic NWP model
forecasts none. We show the importance of this feature
in section 3d(3).
The validity of the model assumptions can be checked
by examining the fitted marginal distributions of, and
the correlation between, the raw QPF and observed
precipitation. Robertson et al. (2013) showed that the
log–sinh transformed bivariate normal distribution is
consistent with the observed data and is therefore appropriate for modeling the joint distribution of the raw
QPFs and observed precipitation. We have performed
similar checks for this study, and found that the model
assumptions are satisfied (not shown).

2) SCHAAKE SHUFFLE
As already noted, the response of streamflows to a
rainstorm is highly dependent on the spatial distribution
of precipitation in a catchment as well as on the timing
and duration of a rainstorm. This requires that each
ensemble member of the calibrated QPF must be a field
that extends across space (all subareas) and time (all
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FIG. 2. Effect of the Schaake shuffle on spatial distribution of precipitation in an example 3-h QPF. Each panel shows the 950th largest
catchmentwide precipitation event from a 1000-member ensemble. (left) QPF where ensemble members in each subarea are ranked in
ascending order. (middle) QPF where ensemble members in each subarea are permuted randomly. (right) QPF after the Schaake shuffle is
applied. Numbers in subareas are ranks (out of 1000) of the ensemble members. In the right panel, the ranks are taken from a historical
3-h precipitation event. (Note that ranks of 1 are assigned in cases of zero precipitation).

lead times) in a realistic way (Clark et al. 2004; Schaake
et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2011). Since the BJP modeling
approach is applied to each lead time and each forecast
location separately, the forecast ensembles do not have
appropriate space–time correlations.
To generate ensemble members with appropriate
space–time correlations, we apply the Schaake shuffle
(Clark et al. 2004) to link samples taken from the distributions generated by the BJP modeling approach.
The Schaake shuffle works by instilling rank correlations
from observed precipitations in the forecast ensemble.
For a given forecast, ensemble members are ranked and
matched with the rank of precipitation events from
similar dates in the observational record. The ensemble
members are then reordered (shuffled) to match the
ranks of the observed precipitation events. We illustrate
the effect of the Schaake shuffle on the spatial distribution of a QPF with the South Esk catchment. Figure 2
shows the 950th largest catchmentwide precipitation
QPF from the 1000-member ensemble for a 3-h precipitation forecast. We show two naïve alternatives to
the Schaake shuffle to demonstrate its benefits. In the
left-hand panel, forecasts in each subarea are ranked in
ascending order, and we have assumed that the ranks
correlate perfectly in space. Because we have chosen the
950th ranked QPF, forecast precipitations are large in all
subareas. It is unrealistic to expect large precipitations
to cover such a wide area in such a consistent way. In the
middle panel, ensemble members in each subarea are
each randomly permuted. The result is a complete lack
of spatial coherence in the forecast, where very large
precipitations in one subarea can occur next to very

small precipitations in adjoining subareas. Neither
forecast is likely to result in realistic streamflow simulations if passed through a hydrological model. The
shuffled forecast (right panel) uses the rank correlations
from an observed 3-h precipitation event (in this case,
occurring in August). This results in some large precipitations in the east of the catchment (a mountainous
area) but lower precipitations elsewhere, particularly in
the southwest, and better reflects how precipitation actually falls (e.g., the tendency of frontal precipitation to
sweep slowly across a catchment). A different historical
precipitation event is used to shuffle each ensemble
member, resulting in realistic spatial patterns for the
entire ensemble. The process acts in the same way to
instill realistic temporal patterns in the QPFs.
Once shuffled, the calibrated QPFs should then display features: that are crucially important for streamflow
forecasting: 1) for a given subarea, each ensemble
member of the calibrated QPF should have a realistic
temporal structure; and 2) for a given ensemble member, the QPF at each subarea should cohere spatially
with the QPFs of all other subareas.

c. Evaluation methods
Forecasts are evaluated first at individual subareas
and at individual lead times. Forecasts are then evaluated at the catchment scale (aggregated from subareas)
and for cumulative precipitation (accumulated over lead
time) to assess the efficacy of the Schaake shuffle to
instill realistic space–time correlations in the forecast
ensembles. Medium-range probabilistic forecasts of accumulations over the catchment would also be useful to
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assist water managers to allocate water for agriculture
and environmental management (see, e.g., Buizza et al.
1999; Golding 2000). Hence, cumulative forecasts at the
catchment scale are also evaluated.

1) CROSS VALIDATION
The performance of the postprocessing method is
evaluated using a leave-one-month-out cross-validation
procedure. The procedure is implemented by inferring
parameters of the BJP model using all available data
with the exception of one month. Precipitation for all the
days in the left-out month are then forecast and compared to corresponding observations. This procedure is
repeated for all months in the period when the archive of
the NWP forecast is available [see section 2a(2)] so that
all available raw QPFs are postprocessed. The same
leave-one-month-out cross validation is used for the
Schaake shuffle. This procedure is used to ensure that
the forecasts are verified against data that are independent of data used for model fitting. The crossvalidation procedure is expected to produce results that
are comparable to those obtainable under operational
conditions as the number of data used to fit the model
will be similar to that available for operational applications. All results shown in this study evaluate crossvalidated ensemble QPFs.

2) EVALUATION MEASURES
A detailed assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of a set of forecasts usually requires more than
one or two summary scores (Jolliffe and Stephenson
2003). In this study, the forecast performance is characterized by evaluating the bias, the continuous ranked
probability score (CRPS), reliability, and relative operating characteristics (ROC) to assess different aspects
of forecast quality.
Bias assesses the difference between the mean of the
precipitation forecasts and the mean of the observations. Biases in precipitation forecasts can be amplified
in streamflow forecasts and therefore it is important
that precipitation forecasts have minimal bias. Forecast
bias, as a percentage of the observed value, is assessed
for raw QPFs and for the mean of the calibrated QPFs
and given by
T

T

å x2 åy

Bias (%) 5 t51

1

T

3 100,

(7)

åy

t51

where y is the observed value, x is the forecast value for
the raw QPFs or the mean of the ensemble forecasts for
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the calibrated QPFs, and T is the length of the verification data records.
The well-known CPRS (Hersbach 2000) is a summary
statistic comparing the forecast cumulative distribution
with the corresponding observation. The mean CRPS
(hereafter referred to as CRPS for brevity) is the mean
of the CRPS values calculated for all forecasts. The
CRPS is an attractive evaluation score in ensemble
forecasting as it reduces to the mean absolute error for
deterministic QPFs and hence allows quantitative
comparison between ensemble and deterministic forecasts. The CRPS has a negative orientation (smaller
values are better) and tends to increase with forecast
bias or poor reliability (or both).
The reliability of the forecast probability distribution
is assessed using the probability integral transform (PIT)
diagram (Laio and Tamea 2007; Wang and Robertson
2011). PIT is the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the forecasts Ft (xt ) evaluated at observations yt and is
given by
PITt 5 Ft (yt ) ,

(8)

For reliable forecasts, the PIT is uniformly distributed.
This can be checked by plotting and comparing the
empirical CDF of the PIT values with that of the uniform distribution. If the forecasts are perfectly reliable,
the empirical CDF of the PIT values falls on the 1:1 line
and deviation from the 1:1 line indicates a less reliable
forecast. PIT diagrams are also useful for diagnosing
whether forecast distributions are too wide or too narrow, or too high or too low (Laio and Tamea 2007; Thyer
et al. 2009). The PIT diagram is appealing because it
does not require subjective binning of data as required in
PIT histograms (Diebold et al. 1998) and in reliability
diagrams (Wilks 2006) nor does it require reducing
continuous ensemble forecasts to binary forecasts, as in
the latter.
When the observed values are equal to or below a
certain threshold ythres , they are treated as censored data
[see section 2b(1)]. Accordingly, we generate a pseudoPIT value from a uniform distribution with a range [0,
Ft (ythres )] and subsequently use it with other real PIT
values to construct the PIT diagram (Wang and
Robertson 2011). We set ythres to 0.2 mm, which is the
minimum measurable precipitation amount for the
majority of operational tipping-bucket rain gauges.
Floods primarily result from large rain storms.
Therefore, it is important for precipitation forecasts to
be able to identify significant precipitation events when
they occur (Robertson et al. 2013). The ROC curve assesses the ability of the forecast to discriminate events,
such as precipitation exceeding a threshold. The ROC
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curve plots the hit rate against the false alarm rate for a
range of decision probability thresholds, and can be
summarized by computing the area under the ROC
curve (AUC). For perfect forecasts ROC will travel
vertically from the origin to the top left of the diagram
and then horizontally to the top right, whereas for unskilled forecasts it will follow a diagonal line. A perfect
forecast will have an AUC equal to 1.0 while an unskilled forecast will have an AUC of 0.5 or less. ROC
plots are used to assess forecast discrimination for two
important events: probability of precipitation (PoP) and
75th percentiles of observed precipitation amounts
when precipitation exceeds 0.2 mm.
All these evaluation scores are conditioned on lead
time by stratifying forecasts and corresponding observations by lead time.

3) SAMPLING UNCERTAINTY
Any evaluation score can be regarded as a sample
estimate of the ‘‘true’’ value for an infinitely large verification dataset. There is, therefore, some uncertainty
associated with any evaluation score, especially when
the sample size is small or the data are not independent,
or both. The value of any evaluation score is limited if
uncertainty associated with the score is not quantified
(Jolliffe 2007). This is pertinent to our study, as we
have a fairly short period (21 months) from which to
evaluate our postprocessing method. Accounting for
sampling variability in calculations of error scores adds
confidence that results are robust and likely to apply
under operational conditions. In this study, the sampling
uncertainty is estimated through a bootstrap procedure
(Shrestha et al. 2013). We sample forecast–observation
pairs randomly with replacement from the 615 forecast
dates available, keeping the forecast and the corresponding observation together. The verification score is
computed from the sample. This procedure is repeated
10 000 times. The [0.05, 0.95] confidence intervals are
then computed from the distribution of the verification
scores. Note that these intervals should be treated as
indicative and do not necessarily provide unbiased estimates of confidence intervals, particularly for rare
events (Lahiri 2003).

3. Results
a. Spatial characteristics of calibrated QPFs
Because of computational constraints, NWP forecasts
to longer lead times (e.g., .5 days) are typically generated at coarser resolution than forecasts for shorter lead
times. An obvious barrier to applying longer lead time
QPFs to streamflow forecasts is that the forecast grid
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resolution may not represent the spatial distribution of
observed precipitation. This applies even to larger
catchments (i.e., those covered by many NWP grid
cells), if they have high spatial variability in precipitation. We illustrate the problem of NWP precipitation distribution for the South Esk catchment. The
South Esk is slightly larger than a single NWP grid cell
(and crosses six ACCESS-G grid cells, Fig. 1), however
it varies in elevation from 1500 to 200 m in the space of
30 km, and this is reflected in an extremely steep precipitation gradient (from .2000 mm annual precipitation to ,650 mm). This is a somewhat different
problem to that posed by catchments that are significantly smaller than a single grid cell, for which a precipitation event may be missed entirely. We discuss the
latter problem in section 3d(3).
Figure 3 presents the spatial variation of observed
precipitation, raw QPFs, and calibrated QPFs in the
South Esk catchment for 3-h lead time (period from
2100 to 2400 UTC) during the evaluation period.
Catchment precipitation is strongly influenced by topography, with the lowest average precipitation occurring at sites lower in the catchment (to the west;
1.4–2 mm day21), and the highest precipitation occurring high in the catchment (to the east; 4–4.3 mm day21).
ACCESS-G tends to overestimate precipitation in the
southwest lowland areas and significantly underestimate
precipitation in the mountainous northeast. Furthermore, ACCESS-G displays little spatial variation in
precipitation. Given that the size of subareas is significantly smaller than the size of the ACCESS-G grid cell,
one would not expect realistic spatial variation in raw
QPFs in those subareas that lie in the same grid cell (e.g.,
subareas in center east grid cell). The postprocessing is
able to reproduce the spatial variation in mean precipitation, which is not present in the raw QPFs. Reproducing the correct spatial variability in precipitation
is crucial to producing correctly timed hydrographs in
streamflow forecasting.
The ability to correctly quantify uncertainty in QPFs
(i.e., reliability and appropriate forecast distributions)
is a necessary precursor to generating ensemble
streamflow forecasts. Figure 4 presents PIT diagrams for
the two South Esk subareas presented earlier (see Fig. 3):
subarea 6 and subarea 36. PIT diagrams for QPFs in
subareas show that the CDF of the PIT values aligns well
with the 1:1 line and lies well within the Kolmogorov
5% significance bands. This suggests that probability
distributions in calibrated QPFs in individual subareas
(the results for other subareas are similar) are unbiased
and reliable.
The presence of realistic spatial and temporal patterns
in a QPF can be rigorously tested by aggregating QPFs
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FIG. 3. (top left) Topography and (top right),(bottom left),(bottom right) spatial variation of precipitation in the South Esk catchment at
3-h lead time (2100–2400 UTC). The precipitation is averaged for the period 1 Aug 2010–31 Apr 2012. The gray dashed lines in (bottom
left) show the NWP model grid. Subareas 6 and 36, which are focused for PIT diagrams in Fig. 4, are marked in (top left).

in space and time, and then assessing the reliability of
the aggregated ensemble forecasts. We illustrate this
with a hypothetical example: if one ensemble member
forecasts a rain storm that lasts an unrealistically long
time and extends too far across a catchment, this will
result in a daily, catchmentwide precipitation total that
is unprecedented in the historical record. If this

overestimation is repeated in many ensemble members
(and balanced by other ensemble members that grossly
understate catchmentwide daily precipitation totals) the
ensemble of catchmentwide precipitation will not reflect
the probability of occurrence of observed catchmentwide precipitation totals. That is, the aggregated
ensemble will not be reliable. To achieve reliable

FIG. 4. PIT diagrams for the calibrated QPF at a 3-h lead time in subareas (left) 6 and (middle) 36, and (right) for the catchment average
for the South Esk catchment. The 1:1 line shows the CDF of the standard uniform distribution. The Kolmogorov 5% significance bands are
also shown by dashed lines.
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FIG. 5. Catchment average bias (%) in the raw QPF and the calibrated QPF as function of lead
time in the South Esk catchment. (top) The individual 3-h precipitation and (bottom) for the cumulative precipitation. The shaded bands correspond to the [0.05, 0.95] confidence intervals of
sampling uncertainty in the raw QPF (light red color) and the calibrated QPF (light blue color).

aggregated ensembles, realistic temporal and spatial
patterns need to be present in each ensemble member of
the calibrated QPF. The CDF of the PIT values for the
catchment average (right panel in Fig. 4) in aligns well
with the 1:1 line and lies well within the Kolmogorov 5%
significance bands. Importantly, this means that catchmentwide precipitation totals are reliably forecast,
which is necessary to generate realistic streamflow
forecasts. This suggests that the Schaake shuffle instills
realistic spatial patterns in the calibrated QPFs. We offer additional investigation of spatial correlations in the
calibrated QPF in section 3d(1). We have also analyzed
the spread of the forecast distribution using spread–
error plots and the results are presented in appendix A.

b. Forecasts at longer lead times
NWP precipitation forecasts offer the potential to
extend the lead time of real-time streamflow forecasts,
particularly in the range of a few days to one or two
weeks. Unfortunately, NWP model skill tends to decrease rapidly with increasing lead times (Golding

1998). This limits the ability to forecast streamflows to
long lead times, but perhaps not as much as might be
expected: because of the ‘‘memory’’ inherent in soil
moisture stores, skill in precipitation forecasts at short
lead times (e.g., 1 or 2 days) can result in skill in
streamflow forecasts at longer lead times (e.g., 4 or
5 days). However, this assumes that precipitation forecasts at longer lead times will not detract skill from
streamflow forecasts (i.e., that forecasts at longer lead
times are well calibrated). Important characteristics of
forecast precipitation [e.g., the marginal distribution of
precipitation, see section 2b(1)] may change at longer
lead times, and therefore it is important to assess the
postprocessing method at a range of lead times.
The catchment average bias in the raw QPFs and the
calibrated QPFs is shown for all lead times in Fig. 5.
Biases in the raw QPF vary from 210% to 20% from
short lead times to about 240% at the longest lead time
(top panel in Fig. 5). The sinusoidal pattern in raw QPF
biases is a result of the NWP poorly replicating the diurnal cycle of precipitation. We discuss the issue of
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FIG. 6. Catchment average CRPS in the raw QPF and the calibrated QPF as function of lead
time in the South Esk catchment. (top) The individual 3-h precipitation and (bottom) for the
cumulative precipitation. The shaded bands correspond to the [0.05, 0.95] confidence intervals
of sampling uncertainty in the raw QPF (light red color) and the calibrated QPF (light
blue color).

diurnal variation in more detail in section 3c. The calibrated QPFs display little forecast bias at all lead times.
We note that postprocessing corrects forecasts both
when they are too high and too low (result not shown).
The bottom panel in Fig. 5 shows the bias for cumulative precipitation as a function of lead time. Cumulative precipitation is underestimated by the raw QPFs
after about day 2, and biases reach 220% from day 6
onward (biases in cumulative precipitation are lower
than in forecasts for individual 3-h precipitation because
errors in individual periods will tend to compensate for
each other when accumulating forecasts; e.g., it is more
difficult to forecast 3-h precipitation between 1200 and
1500 UTC tomorrow than the daily precipitation for
tomorrow). Biases in the calibrated QPFs are very close
to zero at all lead times, and are clearly improved over
those in the raw QPFs, even after sampling uncertainty
is taken into account.
Figure 6 presents the catchment average CRPS of the
raw QPFs and calibrated QPFs for individual 3-h precipitation (top panel). As expected, CRPS generally

increases with lead time. The postprocessing consistently reduces the CRPS at all lead times. The improvement in CRPS is more pronounced at longer lead
times, which is not surprising given that the skill of NWP
models reduces with lead time. Figure 6 also shows the
CRPS of a climatology forecast. The climatology forecast is generated by running the postprocessing procedure (including cross validation) without including the
NWP as a predictor, resulting in a reliable climatology
distribution. Climatology is unbiased, so this suggests
that even a simple bias correction without uncertainty
quantification is likely to improve CRPS of the raw
QPFs. However, we can see that calibrated QPFs are
skillful with respect to climatology at lead times of ;0–
4 days, demonstrating the resolution that can be attained
from the NWP with effective calibration. At longer lead
times (.5 days), calibrated QPFs revert to climatology.
Here the postprocessing works as expected, progressively
ignoring the raw QPF as it becomes less skillful.
As with bias, the CRPS for cumulative precipitation
(Fig. 6, bottom panel) for both raw QPFs and the
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FIG. 7. PIT diagrams for the catchment average calibrated QPF at three different sets of lead times in the South Esk catchment: 1) day 1
indicates a lead time of 21–24 h (0–24 h) for individual 3-h precipitation (cumulative precipitation), 2) day 4 indicates a lead time of 93–96 h
(0–96 h) for individual (cumulative), and 3) day 9 indicates a lead time of 213–216 h (0–216 h) for individual (cumulative). The 1:1 line
shows the CDF of the standard uniform distribution. The Kolmogorov 5% significance bands are also shown by dashed lines.

calibrated QPFs are smaller than the forecasts for individual periods because timing errors tend to be cancelled. CRPS of accumulated QPFs decreases from lead
times of 1 to 24 h, but this is somewhat counterintuitive.
[Usually forecast errors become larger with lead time. It
is caused by timing errors, which tend to be very large
at small (e.g., 3 h) accumulations but cancel out over
longer accumulation periods.] After lead times of 24 h,
CRPS becomes stable with values around 1.7 and
1.3 mm day21 for raw QPFs and calibrated QPFs, respectively. The calibrated QPF clearly has lower errors
than the raw QPF, even when sampling uncertainty is
accounted for, and particularly at longer (.6 day) lead
times. In summary, catchment average CRPS values for
calibrated QPFs are consistently lower than those for
raw QPFs, for both individual periods and cumulative
totals. This suggests that the Schaake shuffle maintains
realistic spatial and temporal correlations in the forecast ensemble.
Figure 7 presents PIT diagrams for the catchment average calibrated QPFs in the South Esk catchment at three
different lead times. PIT diagrams for 3-h precipitation
for day-1, day-4, and day-9 lead times show that the CDF
of the PIT values aligns well with the 1:1 line and lies well
within the Kolmogorov 5% significance bands. This suggests that probability distributions in the calibrated QPFs
are unbiased and reliable at all lead times. In addition,
forecasts of cumulative precipitation at day-1, day-4, and
day-9 lead times are all highly reliable. Following the same
argument we presented for spatial correlations in section
3a, we contend that it is all but impossible to achieve reliable calibrated QPFs of precipitations accumulated over

time without realistic temporal correlations. We offer
further analyses of temporal correlations in section 3d(1).
The ability of the calibrated QPFs to discriminate
precipitation events is assessed using the ROC plots
shown in appendix B for South Esk catchment (the results for other catchments are also similar). As expected,
the calibrated QPFs of individual 3-h precipitation at
shorter lead times have a greater ability to discriminate
events than forecasts at longer lead times for both
common and rare events. However, for cumulative
precipitation, forecasts have the ability to discriminate
PoP events at longer lead times. This is expected as the
probability of precipitation of cumulative precipitation
increases with lead time.

c. Forecasts in a range of catchments
The ability of the postprocessing to correct bias
described for the South Esk is true for all catchments
(Fig. 8). Raw QPFs are least biased in temperate,
montane catchments (MRR, STE, CTT, GBR), but
even in these cases catchmentwide bias exceeds 50%.
The raw QPFs perform particularly poorly in the Ord
catchment, with catchment bias over 700%, which is
likely the product of the limited ability of NWP
models to simulate the tropical cyclones in the wet
season (McBride and Ebert 2000). While much of the
precipitation driven by the monsoon is convective,
cyclones are an important influence on the Ord, and
they partly explain the strongly seasonal nature of
precipitation there. Figure 8 shows that the calibrated
QPFs correct biases across all catchments at all
lead times.
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FIG. 8. Catchment average bias (%) in the raw QPF and calibrated QPF in 10 catchments. The sinusoidal undulations are the result of
the diurnal precipitation cycle. The light color shaded bands show the [0.05, 0.95] sampling uncertainty. Note the different scales on the
vertical axes.

Figure 9 compares catchment-average precipitation
QPFs (raw and calibrated) with observations at different
lead times for a tropical (Ord) and two subtropical
(Macleay, Stanley) catchments. The sinusoidal ‘‘fingerprint’’ of the diurnal cycle is particularly marked in observed precipitations in these three catchments, though
it is also evident to some degree in the other (temperate)
catchments (not shown). Sinusoidal patterns are also

present in the raw QPFs, and again are particularly
prevalent in the tropics and subtropics. This is an improvement in this version of the ACCESS-G NWP, as
the diurnal cycle was not present in the raw QPFs from
an earlier version (APS0) of ACCESS-G model
(Shrestha et al. 2013). However, in most of the catchments, the diurnal cycles in the raw QPFs are out of
phase with the observations. The peaks of the raw QPFs
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section 3b holds for all catchments. PIT diagrams for all
catchments at all lead times (not shown) indicate that
probability distributions in calibrated QPFs are unbiased and reliable in all catchments.

d. Further results
1) ABILITY OF SCHAAKE SHUFFLE TO INSTILL
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CORRELATIONS

FIG. 9. Catchment average precipitation for the observation, raw
QPF, and calibrated QPF in three catchments. The sinusoidal undulations are the result of the diurnal precipitation cycle.

occur 3–12 h earlier than those of the observations. In
addition, the amplitude of the cycles in the raw NWP
forecasts is too large in some locations (e.g., the Ord
catchment). The calibrated QPFs effectively simulate
the peak of the diurnal cycle and reproduce the timing of
the cycle in all catchments. Simulating the diurnal cycle
correctly is necessary for the forecasts to be useful for
short-term water resources management (e.g., to regulate the timing of pumped irrigation extractions, or
environmental flows).
Figure 10 presents the CRPS of the raw and calibrated
QPFs for all catchments at all lead times. The CRPS of
calibrated QPFs is lower than that of raw QPFs for all
catchments at all lead times. Importantly, CRPS increases with lead time more steeply for raw QPFs than
for calibrated QPFs (i.e., the CRPS skill of the calibrated QPFs with respect to the raw QPFs increases at
longer lead times). The diurnal cycle is also present in
CRPS, caused by the mistimed diurnal cycle of the raw
QPFs seen in Fig. 9.
The ability of the postprocessing to reliably quantify
forecast uncertainty described for the South Esk in

Figure 11 presents the temporal persistence of the
calibrated QPFs for the South Esk catchment, before
and after application of the Schaake shuffle, and of the
corresponding observations in subarea 6 (top panel) and
subarea 36 (middle). The results show that the lag-1
correlations of the calibrated QPFs before application of
the Schaake shuffle are close to zero, which is expected
given that these forecasts are random samples from independently modeled probability distributions. After
application of the Schaake shuffle, the lag-1 correlations
of the calibrated QPFs are significantly larger and close
to those of the observations. The lag-1 correlations of
the calibrated QPFs are slightly lower than those of
observations because the majority of the forecasts
have a larger proportion of zeroes than the observations.
These zero values will tend to reduce the magnitude of
the correlation coefficients. The shaded bands show the
variability of the correlation coefficient across all 615
forecast dates.
The bottom panel of Fig. 11 illustrates spatial correlation between subarea 6 and subarea 36 for the calibrated QPFs before and after application of the Schaake
shuffle. Unlike the temporal persistence, the spatial
correlation at any lead time is represented here by the
lag-0 Kendall correlation between precipitation forecasts of subarea 6 and those of subarea 36. Similar to the
temporal correlations, the spatial correlations for the
calibrated QPFs before application of the Schaake
shuffle are much lower than the observed correlations
and the spatial correlations for the calibrated QPFs after
application of the Schaake shuffle are very close to the
observed correlations. This analysis supports the previous finding in sections 3a and 3b that the Schaake
shuffle maintains realistic spatial and temporal correlations in the calibrated QPFs.

2) ABILITY TO CORRECT NONLINEAR BIAS
We have shown that spatial biases in precipitation are
corrected by postprocessing; however, we note that errors
can increase with the quantity of rain forecast by the
NWP model (we refer to these as nonlinear mean errors).
Because the correction of errors is performed on transformed variables, this allows the postprocessing method
to handle nonlinear mean errors, rather than a simple
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FIG. 10. CRPS of the catchment average raw QPF and calibrated QPF in 10 catchments. The light color shaded bands show the [0.05, 0.95]
sampling uncertainty.

correction of the mean. This is particularly important for
forecasts for longer lead times, as the characteristics of
raw QPFs tend to change with lead time. To illustrate this
we show the relationship between calibrated and raw
QPFs in the subtropical Stanley catchment, at a short
(12 h) and a long (180 h) lead time, in Fig. 12. At the 12-h
lead time, the raw QPFs tend to underestimate precipitation of all quantities, but particularly at lower
values. Accordingly, the mean of the calibrated QPFs is
related to raw QPFs by a curved (nonlinear) relationship.

At the 180-h lead time the curve is even more pronounced; in addition, forecasts by the deterministic NWP
for precipitation .;5 mm now tend to overestimate
observed precipitation, and accordingly these are corrected downward in the calibrated QPF.

3) ABILITY TO CORRECT THE ZERO
PRECIPITATION PROBLEM

Errors in the timing and spatial extent of raw QPFs
are a particular problem for streamflow forecasting in
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FIG. 11. Lag-1 Kendall correlation coefficients for the calibrated QPF before and after applying the Schaake shuffle and for observations in subareas (top) 6 and (middle) 36 of the South
Esk catchment. (bottom) The correlation between precipitations in subareas 6 and 36, given by
(lag 0) Kendall correlation coefficients. The solid lines, median for all forecast events and
observed; shaded bands, [0.05, 0.95] intervals computed from all forecast events.

small catchments for two reasons: 1) small catchments
may rely on a few (or a single) NWP grid cells for
forecasts, and NWP models are usually more accurate
over larger numbers of grid cells (Schaake et al. 2007;
Shrestha et al. 2013); and 2) streamflow responds quickly
to precipitation in small catchments, exacerbating errors
in the timing of rainstorms. In extreme cases, the NWP
may forecast no precipitation when large precipitation
occurs (or vice versa), and we refer to these instances as
the zero precipitation problem. We illustrate how the
postprocessing partly mitigates these issues in the
Stanley catchment; a small, subtropical catchment
where convective precipitation plays an important role.
Convection is notoriously difficult to simulate in NWP
models (Roux et al. 2012), particularly where the temporal resolution or model physics are insufficient to

resolve such events, as with ACCESS-G, making precipitation in the Stanley catchment particularly difficult
to forecast.
One of the most difficult errors for any postprocessor
to handle is when the NWP model forecasts zero (or
near zero) rain, but rain then occurs. Figure 13 shows
calibrated QPFs generated in instances where the corresponding raw QPFs are at or near zero (,0.01 mm)
and where precipitation is observed (.0.01 mm). Forecasts are shown for two lead times: a short lead time
(12 h) and a long lead time (180 h). At a lead time of 12 h,
there are fewer instances where the NWP forecast zero
precipitation and rain occurred (57 of 615 total forecasts) than at a 180-h lead time (92 of 615 total forecasts). Further, when the raw QPFs are near zero at the
12-h lead time, there are very few instances where
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FIG. 12. Relationship between raw QPFs and ensemble mean of the calibrated QPFs showing nonlinearity of
corrections for a subarea in the Stanley catchment at (left) a short lead time (12 h) and (right) a long lead time
(180 h). Note the different scales of the vertical axes. The gray line shows a 1–1 (linear) relationship.

observed precipitation is large (e.g., only 10 observations are .2 mm) compared to the 180-h lead time (31
observations .2 mm). This is unsurprising, as timing and
spatial errors in deterministic NWP tend to be fewer at
shorter lead times, and tend to be smaller. Accordingly,
the ensemble of the calibrated QPF is narrow at the 12-h
lead time and the mean of the ensemble is QPF is close
to zero. At longer lead times, the postprocessor adds
more uncertainty, and this partly compensates for the
larger errors in the deterministic NWP. At the 180-h
lead time, the mean of the calibrated QPFs is .0.5 mm

in many cases where the raw QPFs are near zero, and in
several cases the calibrated QPF gives nonzero probabilities of quite large precipitation (e.g., .10 mm).

4. Discussion
We have shown that a relatively simple postprocessing
method can substantially improve a variety of problems
inherent in deterministic QPFs. Our postprocessing
method instills realistic within-catchment spatial variation in calibrated QPFs. Postprocessing significantly

FIG. 13. Calibrated QPFs in cases where the deterministic NWP forecast near-zero (,0.01 mm) precipitation and
observations are greater than zero (.0.01 mm) in the Stanley catchment for at (left) a short lead time (12 h) and
(right) a long lead time (180 h). Numbers of events are inset, with the number of events in brackets indicating
instances where observations exceeded 2 mm. Note the different scales of the vertical axes.
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improves forecast bias and reduces CRPS for all catchments at all lead times. The greatest improvement in the
CRPS of the calibrated QPFs over the raw QPFs is in
tropical and subtropical catchments where the errors in
the raw QPFs are very high, in part because the timing of
the diurnal cycle is poorly represented in the raw QPFs.
Within a given catchment, forecast errors do not change
much with lead time (notwithstanding diurnal variation
and sampling uncertainty) with a very slight increase
with lead time in temperate catchments. The Schaake
shuffle, while simple, is highly effective at instilling realistic spatial and temporal patterns in each ensemble
member of the calibrated QPF.
In some respects, however, the Schaake shuffle is
simplistic; for example, it assumes stationarity in the
space–time correlation structure of precipitation. Although the observed precipitation data span a much
longer period than the raw QPF data, only observations
from the evaluation period are used in the Schaake
shuffle. By using only recent observations to train the
Schaake shuffle, we avoid any effects of long-term
nonstationarity in space–time correlations on our calibrated QPFs. The disadvantage of this approach is that
space–time patterns are only sampled from a short period, which is ultimately unlikely to reflect the full historical range of these patterns. Recently, Wilks (2015)
has compared empirical copula whose dependent
structures are based on raw forecast ensembles with
Schaake shuffle and found that the best forecast accuracy was achieved using the latter.
In this study, the postprocessing is carried out without
considering any seasonal effects on precipitation. The
precipitation patterns across Australia, particularly in
tropical regions, are highly seasonal. In such cases,
postprocessing models could be built separately for each
season and such seasonal models may perform better
than the postprocessing models described here. However, building seasonal models presupposes the availability of NWP hindcasts that span multiple seasons (in
particular for seasons that are very dry and, hence, have
few precipitation days on which to condition the postprocessor). This poses a major challenge to establishing
robust statistical models as ACCESS NWP models are
regularly updated, and archived forecast datasets from
the more recent versions of the ACCESS NWP models
are generally short. In the United States and elsewhere
reforecast datasets have been utilized in statistical calibrations to improve the skill of the medium range
forecasts (see, e.g., Hagedorn et al. 2008; Hamill et al.
2004). The availability of more data to infer the parameters of the calibrations is desirable, as it should, in
theory, result in a more robust inference. In Australia,
the reforecast datasets from ACCESS NWP models are

not available, hence, we have had to rely on (relatively
short) archived forecast datasets.
Applying a statistical postprocessing method to a deterministic forecast is attractive as it is simple, and deterministic forecasts are routinely available (both in
Australia and elsewhere). In addition, statistical postprocessing is an efficient method for accurately quantifying this forecast uncertainty, as we have shown.
Ultimately, however, the method is constrained by
the skill of the deterministic QPFs on which it is based.
This is particularly true in reducing errors that occur
when rain (zero rain) is forecast for a catchment but no
rain (a rain storm) occurs. We have shown that our
postprocessing method is able to mitigate this problem
to some extent. However, using perturbed-initialconditions/perturbed-physics ensembles of an NWP, or
using a number of different NWP models, has been
shown to decrease timing and spatial errors of the kind
described here (Buizza et al. 1999). It follows, then, that
using these ensemble NWP forecasts (or several NWP
models) as a base for postprocessing may reduce spatial
and timing errors in QPFs further. In theory, skill and
reliability of perturbed-initial-conditions/perturbedphysics ensemble forecasts can be further improved by
applying a postprocessing method (Sloughter et al. 2007;
Wilks and Hamill 2007). However, postprocessing for
ensemble systems is generally more sophisticated than
for deterministic forecasts as it requires correcting not
only mean bias, but also the spread of the ensemble
(Wilks 2009). We are currently extending the method
presented here to postprocess ensemble precipitation
forecasts and this work will be presented in the future.

5. Summary and conclusions
Bias-free, accurate, and reliable forecasts of
catchment-scale precipitation are required to produce
useable streamflow forecasts. The precipitation forecasts that are publicly available from Australian NWP
models are deterministic and often contain systematic
errors. This study evaluates a postprocessing technique
for deterministic precipitation forecasts from a NWP
model. The postprocessing method first applies a version
of the Bayesian joint probability model to mean areal
precipitation over individual catchment subareas and
individual lead times to produce forecast ensembles that
are bias free and reliable. Calibrated QPFs containing
ensemble members with appropriate space–time correlations are then generated by linking samples from the
BJP modeling approach using the Schaake shuffle.
The postprocessing method is evaluated for 10
catchments of varying sizes that cover a wide range of
climatic conditions and hydrological characteristics in
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FIG. A1. Scatterplots of ensemble spread vs error for the catchment average calibrated QPF at three different sets of lead time in the South Esk
catchment: 1) day 1 indicates a lead time of 21–24 h (0–24 h) for individual 3-h precipitation (cumulative precipitation), 2) day 4 indicates a lead
time of 93–96 h (0–96 h) for individual (cumulative), and 3) day 9 indicates a lead time of 213–216 h (0–216 h) for individual (cumulative).

Australia. We show that our postprocessing method is
able to instill the within-catchment spatial variability of
precipitation in the forecasts. The method significantly
reduces the forecast bias across the catchments, for example, from a bias of 700% to near zero in the tropical
Ord catchment. The calibrated QPFs have much smaller
errors than the raw QPFs, correct the timing and magnitude of the diurnal cycle of precipitation, reliably
quantify the forecast uncertainty at a range of lead
times, and successfully discriminate common and rare
events of precipitation occurrences at shorter lead times.
The Bureau of Meteorology is establishing a new system
for continuous ensemble streamflow forecasting using
the precipitation ensemble forecasts produced by the
postprocessing method applied in this study. This study
is an important step toward the development of such a
system in Australia to support a range of water managers and emergency services.
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APPENDIX A
Spread–Error Plots
The spread of the ensemble is defined as the mean
absolute difference of the ensemble members about the
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FIG. B1. Relative operating characteristic curves for the catchment average calibrated QPF
at three different sets of lead time in the South Esk catchment: 1) day 1 indicates a lead time of
21–24 h (0–24 h) for individual 3-h precipitation (cumulative precipitation), 2) day 4 indicates
a lead time of 93–96 h (0–96 h) for individual (cumulative), and 3) day 9 indicates a lead time of
213–216 h (0–216 h) for individual (cumulative). The 1:1 line shows the unskilled forecasts.

ensemble mean and the forecast error is defined as absolute difference between the ensemble mean and the
observation (Jolliffe and Stephenson 2003; Hopson
2014). We computed the spread and error for all the
forecast events in the cross-validation period. Then
spreads are arranged in order of increasing values and
divided into 10 bins of equal population. For each bin, an
average spread value is computed, together with the
corresponding average error value. We have computed
average spread and error for all lead times, but only
focus on three selected lead times for the South Esk
catchment (Fig. A1). The results show that ensemble
spread matches reasonably well with the ensemble error
for the shorter lead times, which is consistent with the
results we got from the PIT diagram.

APPENDIX B
Relative Operating Characteristic Curve
In Fig. B1 the relative operating characteristic curves
for the catchment average calibrated QPF at three different sets of lead time in the South Esk catchment
are shown. For interpretation of the results, the reader is
referred to section 3b.
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